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Research ethics training: guiding lines

• Keep it very short on “theory”, a great deal of practice

• Base the training on debates among the trainees 

• Debate about real research projects

• Debate about issues that are related to the trainees’ own research

• Show that consequentialism is not the only way

– Why do we research into that topic?

– What are the needs?

– Which values?
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Begin with one (or more) striking example(s)
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Training material
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Trainees

Trainees should be able to express themselves

They should learn to

• Listen to the other trainees’ arguments

• Consider the arguments they disagree with

• Develop their own arguments

• Consider all the factors within a situation 

• Get used to the fact that there is no “right” solution

Trainees should feel free to come up with divergent views
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Trainers

No need to be an ethics “expert”

Nevertheless they should

• become familiar with the concepts

• ask themselves about their own research

• pay attention to scientific news and associated ethical issues

→ Indeed a trainer enriches the course with their own experience and thinking

They should not be afraid of disturbing issues, difficult situations, conflicting 

points of view

Where appropriate they should be able to cope with emotion–sensitive issues 

are likely to be raised
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Training conditions

• In order for everybody to talk freely, it should be announced at the 

beginning of the session that both trainers and trainees should commit to 

confidentiality 

• Trainers should announce that some issues do not have simple black or 

white answers and that the main point is to become familiar with ethical 

thinking and deliberation

• Computers and cell-phones should be banned so that everyone can be 

involved in the debates
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Focus on negative feedback

(isolated but interesting findings)

• Tricky research subjects can be regarded as aggressive or pointless and 

provoke rejection 

• Philosophical and historical references can provoke sharp or even hostile 

reactions, depending on each person's culture and beliefs

• Ethical thought can be considered as “not scientific”, “not serious” → none 

of my business

• Lack of definite answer can bring about frustration

• Ethical though can be considered as a waste of time, or as a curb on 

research
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Concluding questions 

• How can we promote ethical thought for digital research?

→  Many colleagues are not used to this (maybe reluctant)

→  Is training (of young colleagues) enough?

• How can we go further than existing incentives (e.g. ethics self assessment 

for European project propositions)?

→ Compulsory ethical discussion in scientific papers, doctoral dissertations, 

project reports, how?

→ Compulsory ethics review of research projects (as for medical research)?
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